7 WAYS TO GET YOUR CLOSET
ORGANIZED
1. SHIRTS
Sort by length of sleeve (tank top, short sleeve, three-quarter length, long
sleeve), type of shirt (casual button-downs, dress shirts, blouses, etc.), and
color, lightest to darkest.
2. SWEATERS
Use clear dividers between stacks of sweaters on a shelf. Stack 4-5 sweaters
maximum in a stack. Purge those that are piling, stained, or have lost their
shape.
3. JEANS
Keep only pairs that fit you well in your closet. Hang jeans lengthwise (waist
down) to see the legline and pockets easily. Store off-season in bins under
the bed or in a separate closet. Organize by style type (slim, boot cut, wide
leg, etc.) and color (lightest to darkest).
4. SHOES
Assess what you own with our wardrobe checklist. Try on shoes to see if
you like the style and if they are comfortable. Check the condition and take
to cobbler for repairs. Line toe facing outwards on shelves/floor or in clear
shoe bins (men’s shoe bins).
5. BOOTS
Display upright in closet filled with quilted boot shapers or boot clips to
maintain the shape. Store in clear bins to easily display in closet.
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6. ACCESSORIES
Sort accessories by season to make it easy to choose what you will wear.
Clear acrylic bins are great to use in drawers to separate watches, ties,
bowties, sunglasses, hair ties, etc.
7. JEWELRY
Purge and get rid of jewelry that feels old, outdated or not your style.
Jewelry styles change often! Use neutral lined jewelry trays to display
watches, cuffs, bracelets, rings & more.

Get your closet ORGANIZED, MERCHANDISED & STYLIZED with

Divine Style’s CLOSET EDIT service. We show you what to keep in
your closet, what to consign, and what to purge. Then organize and
merchandise your space to make your closet look like a model home.

